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Create your own works of art to celebrate any occasion with 32 original coloring designs to

personalize and share. From birthdays to congratulations, from thinking of you to thank you, it's

coloringÃ‚Â funÃ‚Â turned functional. With whimsical art from Judy Clement Wall as your canvas,

you can create the perfect sentiment for every occasion including: Birthdays, Thank you, Thinking of

You, Just Because, Congratulations, Encouragement and more. Extra-thick card stock is sturdy

enough to mail on its own or tuck it inside a standard envelope. DIY the way you say hi! Just

decorate and deliver!
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Judy Clement Wall is a freelance artist/illustrator, writer, and intrepid doodler. In addition to her

commissioned artwork and illustrations, Judy creates unique cards and original artwork that

celebrates life and inspires creativity. To see more of her art and read her published work, visit her

web site at: www.judyclementwall.com.

Disappointed big time. These are bigger than the average postcard. Thus if you want to mail them

it'll cost more. The paper is NOT heavy at all. Way too thin to withstand being mailed.

I loved everyone of these. Post cards such a great way to send a Hello note to someone, Great if

you want a coloring project that just takes little time to finish



They are OK, nothing to rave about but will use them.

Nice cards on heavy stock. I sent them to the grandkids who loved them!

Beautiful with many assorted occasions cards to color.

Color to your heart's content on these images then mail them as greeting card postcards. Friends

loved the birthday postcards I've sent. Crayons or color pencils both work well on the card stock.

Nice assortment for different occasions.

Too fine to color without glasses and tiny tip pens. Not a fan.

I scoured the cards several times. I couldn't find the cover image, or any part of it , on any of the

cards. The cover image was one of the reasons I bought the book.I don't like the artist's stlye in

many of the images; they are cartoonist. There are enough floral images for me to keep the book,

however.Since the cartoonist images are so simple I can add my own details, play with color, and

practice different techniques.The card stock is thick enough that alcohol pens don't bleed through to

the backing paper. The colors do show on the back. To be fair, I haven't found any cards where

they don't.I prefer to color with alcohol pens. They come out of the pen smoothly and color quickly

unlike gel pens. They also dry to the touch fast.Bic pens are my current favourite. They have the

name of the color on the barrel of the pen. You can get them in sets of 36 colors and find them at

grocery stores, Wal-Mart, office supply stores and .  also has the ultra fine point set. They aren't

expensive.
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